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THE ENERGY OF TIME

My consciousness is open. I am on the astral plane. This
means I am outside of linear time. I know that with my
terrestrial consciousness it is difficult for me to understand the energy of time.
Here on Earth we are fixated on linear time. Everything – our lives and all matter – has a beginning and an
end. We live within the boundaries of linear time. For us,
the beginning of the universe starts with the big bang.
The end is yet unknown.
On Earth, matter and all life exist within the boundaries of linear time, within the limits of a beginning and
an end. For us, infinity without a beginning and an end is
inconceivable.
But now my consciousness is open. On the astral
plane, I am outside of linear time. And yet, I recognize
boundaries. The astral space, where I am, is limited too. I
can travel from one space to other spaces. These are limited time-spaces of consciousness. On the astral planes,
too, time is connected to space. Past, present, and future
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exist concurrently in different time-spaces. Different dimensions and states of vibration are time-spaces with
more or less permeable boundaries.
Now I will try to understand time solely as energy.
Next to me, a beam is forming. It has no shape or color
and is invisible. And yet I know that it exists. It is the energy of infinity. The beam is not measurable and not visible. It IS infinity – a unique, unimaginable power.
I touch the beam and feel the infinity where everything dissolves. Individual forms do not exist. Words,
too, are individuality. I cannot find words. Again, I touch
the beam. My consciousness is now being drawn into the
sun. The sun defines the planets’ different timeframes
through its distance to them. It determines the pulse of
time. The center of the galaxy rules over the sun’s pulse of
time.
Now I am in the center of the sun. I am in front of a
gate. I pass through the gate and I am in the world where
everything exists. Galaxies, stars, inhabitants – everything that forms worlds – exist here as infinite spiritual
consciousness. I am in the infinity, a sea of possibilities.
Everything that wants to assume form streams through
the gate of time. Time-spaces develop and are simultaneously in an exchange with infinity. From here, everything
passes through the gate of time and becomes form with
time.
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An increasing amount of energy streams from the sea
of possibilities. At the same time, the experiences of the
time-spaces flow back to infinity and are timeless in the
sea of possibilities. It is a constant flow, an exchange of
time-spaces with the infinity, like a river without a beginning or an end. The stream between the time-spaces
and infinity is never interrupted.
We forget this exchange on our journey through different time-spaces. On the journey to our various lives,
after every rebirth, we believe more firmly that we are an
individual, separated from infinity. We move within
time. Time itself does not move. Spiritual energy flows
through the gate of time into life. Space, movement,
knowledge, density, and individuality develop. Time itself is shapeless. And yet without this energy there is
nothing.
A black hole is a gate of time. Matter collapses there.
At the same time, a black hole is a gate of time where
matter is reborn.
We are consciousness from all over the universe presently traveling on Earth: as an individual, in a body, and,
at the same time, infinite.
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